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Special thanks to our sponsors Copic Markers, Backspace,
and Kaiju Big Battel.
The main events room and all sound equipment are brought to you by
Sakura-Con.
Thank you to Excalibur Comics, Cosmic Monkey, Emerald City Comics,
and Sakura-Con for donating to the charity auction!

Kumoricon is a production of Altonimus Entertainment.



Welcome
A Letter from the Convention Chair
Dear Kumoricon Attendee –
Anime has proven itself to be a force, and one that no one expected to
encompass such a large following. What other media can speak so loudly to all of
us? Though we may be from different towns, rival schools, and diverse
backgrounds, anime is our common language.
Whether you read manga, write fan fic, create AMVs, sew costumes, or draw
characters all your own, it all started in the colorful images of friends and lovers,
families and factions, struggling subbed or dubbed to attain something bigger
than themselves on the small screen. We should all strive to become stronger
and better than what we are, gaining life-long friends along the way. If we can
learn anything from anime, it is this.
So while you are here, reach out to those around you. Your friends are here, with you. Maybe they traveled great
distances to be here. Maybe you’ve only talked to them online. Maybe you have yet to meet them. The only thing
that is sure is that you and they are part of a larger thing, that dialect which brought us all here.
In that language that we all can understand, let me say this. To each and every one of you, welcome to your
Kumoricon.
Meg Uhde
Convention Chair
Kumoricon 2006
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…and countless volunteers…without you, this con would not have happened!
Cover art contest winner: Changa Atra

Mascot contest winner: Nicole Dubois



Policies
Intent and content: Kumoricon’s purpose is to provide a
fun and interactive environment for sharing enthusiasm for
learning about anime and Japanese culture, and to make
our convention an enjoyable experience for as many
people as possible. The convention’s content will be kept
under or at a PG-13 rating, maximum, with the exception
of designated areas restricted to age 18 and over, for
which ID is checked. However, given differences in
international rating structures and the disparity of cultural
attitudes towards such things as violence, non-sexual
nudity, profanity, and the age-appropriateness of more
mature or thematic content, parental guidance is
especially recommended.

Age 13 and up: All minors 13 and up must have a parent
or legal/appointed guardian available at the convention
site at all times while the minor is in attendance. All
guardians must be age 18 or over and have parental
permission from the minor’s parent or legal guardian.

cash or other form of payment, offering free services, or
soliciting behavior from other attendees. When in doubt,
check your sign the way you would a prop weapon, with a
Yojimbo or at the Operations room, to make sure it is
acceptable.

Curfew: Kumoricon has a curfew on all convention
function space at midnight. All unaccompanied minors
(ages 17 and under) in Kumoricon function space after
midnight will be asked to leave. Curfew time ends at 4:00
AM. Kumoricon does not have the authority to enforce any
curfew outside convention space.

Conduct and behavior of guests: In order for everyone
attending Kumoricon to have an enjoyable time, all
attendees need to be courteous of others, and follow the
hotel and convention policies as well as all applicable
laws. You are responsible for your own actions; use good
judgment in your public behavior. Refrain from being
disruptive or overly loud, restrict your public displays of
affection, and make sure you are wearing appropriate
attire for being in public. If you are doing something
inappropriate in public, Kumoricon reserves the right to
ask you to stop or remove yourself to a hotel room,
depending on the nature of the inappropriate action.
Repeat or severe offenders will be required to hand over
their badges and leave the convention area. Police will be
involved if necessary. It is your responsibility not to violate
local, state, and federal laws.

Kumoricon policy differs slightly from local curfew laws.
For your reference outside of the convention space, the
City of Portland’s Curfew law is as follows:

Flyers: Do not put up flyers around the convention area or
in hotel hallways on the walls or attach them to other
surfaces. They will be removed. An appropriate area will
be designated for posting flyers and information. Check at
the Info table. Content of flyers must be acceptable and
fall within the PG-13 limits of the convention. No flyers or
other advertisements pertaining to room parties will be
accepted.

Public display of affection: Kissing and holding hands is
acceptable public affectionate behavior, regardless of the
genders of persons involved; groping is not.
Exposure and attire: Indecent exposure is a crime.
Guests of the convention must wear at least a non-thong
style swimsuit of gender-appropriate type while in public.
Attire can be deemed inappropriate at the discretion of
Kumoricon personnel and the attendee can be sent to
his/her room to change or told to leave the facilities.
Shoes must be worn in the facilities. Costumes must fall
into or under the PG-13 rating category and be covering
enough not to be categorized as under-exposure, as
stated above. Fetish items can be worn only so long as
they do not pose a safety hazard; however, display of
BDSM/bondage behavior in public areas is not
acceptable.
Smoking and drinking: Smoking is not allowed
anywhere in the public areas of the hotel or within ten feet
of any entrance thereto. It is illegal for anyone under the
age of 21 to consume alcohol in the State of Oregon. For
those who are of age, be responsible. Drunk and
disorderly conduct is against the law, and anyone
behaving in a disruptive or disorderly fashion due to
intoxication in the convention areas will be dealt with
accordingly. Do not drink and drive.
Badges: The badge you are issued at Registration is your
pass to the convention, including all its related activities.
Attainment of a convention badge means you have
read/accepted all convention policies and guidelines
within this document. You must have your badge with you
at all times, and it must be visible for you to be admitted to
any convention-specific area, event, or activity. If you lose
your badge, return to the Registration desk and bring
photo ID. If you find a lost badge, please turn it in to the
Registration desk.
Minors: Age 12 and under: All children age 12 and under
must be accompanied at all times by a parent or legal
guardian who is also a registered guest of Kumoricon.

28.010. Curfew. It is unlawful for any minor under
the age of 18 years to be in or upon any street, park
or other public place between the hours specified in
this Section, unless such minor is accompanied by
a parent, guardian or other person 21 years of age
or over and authorized by the parent or by the law
to have care and custody of the minor, or unless
such minor is then engaged in a school activity or
lawful employment that makes it necessary to be in
or upon such street, park, or other public place
during the hours specified in this Section. For
minors under the age of 14 years who have not
begun high school, the curfew is between 9:15 p.m.
and 6 a.m. of the following morning, except that on
any day immediately preceding a day for which no
public school is scheduled in the City, the curfew is
between 10:15 p.m. and 6 a.m. of the following
morning. For children 14 years of age or older who
have begun high school, the curfew is between
10:15 p.m. and 6 a.m. of the following morning,
except that on any day immediately preceding a day
for which no public school is scheduled in the City,
the curfew is between 12 midnight and 6 a.m. of the
following morning.
Weapons: No working projectile weapons are permitted in
the convention area. No exceptions will be made. No live
steel. No exceptions. Live steel is defined as weapons
with a sharpened edge for cutting. Your kitchen steak
knife is live steel. A toy sword that may be made of some
type of metal but has no sharp cutting edge (e.g. more
blunt than a butter knife) is not. All prop weapons must be
peace-bound. Peacebonding signifies an agreement by
you not to use your weapon in a manner that will present
a danger to others, regardless of intent, and to not allow
others to use it to do so. Drawing any weapon in a public
or convention space, including the hotel parking lot, is
grounds for dismissal from the convention. Also, for your
protection, remember that police will always assume any
drawn weapon is functional and will be used; replica guns
should be best kept holstered. Any gun that is not
obviously a toy may be marked by convention staff for
easy identification; or disallowed within convention
spaces.
Costumes: Costumes must fit under the category of
appropriate attire. They must also not pose a health or
safety hazard. Costumes can be deemed unacceptable by
Kumoricon personnel and the attendee will be sent to
change. Repeat offenders will be required to surrender
their badges and leave the convention. Costumes may be
deemed obstacles to proper traffic flow within the
convention and be requested to be modified.
Signs and solicitation: No attendee of Kumoricon may
wear or carry a sign offering paid services whether for



Hotel: Abide by hotel policies. Realize that if you
permanently stain hotel towels with makeup or hair dye,
you may be charged by the hotel. (So bring your own
towels.) Do not sleep in public areas of the hotel. Please
refrain from making excessive noise in your rooms as this
can disturb other guests of the hotel who may be trying to
sleep. (Keep in mind that there are non-convention
attendees who are also guests of the hotel.) Be advised
that most hotels do have noise ordinances, and you may
be asked to leave the hotel if found in violation.
Liability: Kumoricon, its personnel, and its affiliates, are
not responsible for any damage, theft, injury or loss.
Attendees of the convention are responsible for their
actions as individuals, as well as for any resulting
repercussions. Staff is on hand for assistance in any
situation; however, any civil or medical emergencies that
may occur must be handled directly by the appropriate
authority.
Merchandise: You must pay for all merchandise obtained
from vendors. Save your receipts as proof of payment. Be
patient with crowds in the vendors’ room and make sure to
pay the appropriate vendors for all the things you
purchase.
Harassment: Harassment of attendees will not be
tolerated. Harassment can be defined as any behavior
that another person finds annoying or alarming. Threats of
physical violence, unwanted physical or verbal contact, or
following another person around in a public area without
good cause, can all be categorized as harassing
behaviors. If someone tells you to leave them alone, or
says “no”, stop what you are doing and leave them alone.
If you do not do so once warned, your actions can give
them grounds to complain of harassment. If you feel
harassed, or indeed in any case of use of physical
aggressive force, immediately bring the matter to the
attention of Kumoricon personnel who will be wearing red
haori (jackets). Repeat offenders will be required to hand
over their badges and leave the convention.
Appeals: To appeal a decision by Kumoricon personnel,
in matters such as attire, harassment, or other behavior,
which you feel to be unfair, visit the Convention
Operations room. Any decision then reached by the
Convention Officers present (at least two Officers), will be
final.
Alteration of policies: Kumoricon reserves the right to
change our policies without notice.

STUMPTOWN COFFEE

FREE WIFI

OPEN TIL 2AM



Guests
G reg & E lizab eth D ean
Greg Dean has been interested in cartooning for much of his life.
In elementary school, he volunteered to do a
one-panel comic in the school newsletter. When he
was in junior high, he began writing and
illustrating parodies of popular culture icons, as
well as coming up with original characters.
However, he was never truly serious about comics
until he started Real Life Comics. Elizabeth is the
other side of this team. Although she and Greg
hadn’t met by the time the comic was created, she
has quickly made herself a major role in the comic’s
workings. Greg and Elizabeth worked so well together
as a team that they decided to get married as well.

T iff a ny G ra nt
Best known as Asuka from Neon Genesis
Evangelion, Tiffany was the first voice actor
hired by AD Vision back in February 1994.
Since then, she has voiced characters in well
over 700 TV episodes, OVAs and movies
including Marta in Fullmetal Alchemist,
Laplamiz in Macross, Shizuru in Godannar,
Satella in Chrono Crusade, Kome in Blue
Seed, Madame President in Golden Boy,
Becky in Gunsmith Cats, Chocolate in
Sorcerer Hunters, Dug Fin in Dragon Half,
Kaorin in Azumanga Daioh, Altena in Noir
and many more.

B ak azok u
What is Bakazoku? A roaming pack of
wildebeests that perform show tunes?
No! Bakazoku is a comedy cosplay
troupe from the Seattle/Tacoma area
well known for its humor and hijinks.
Founded in the late 90s by Joe
Jennings, Bakazoku has entertained
many thousands of con-goers with its
comedy stylings and off-the-wall
humor. Best known for their improv cosplay skits, they’ve been with
Kumoricon since the beginning and love to make people laugh on
and off the stage. Members include Joe Jennings, Jeremiah Rosario,
Brian Boudreaux, and Lizzie Peterson.

K ir k Th o r nto n
A native Oregonian who grew up in this
area and went to Aloha High School
outside of Beaverton, you may know him
as the voice of Jin (Samurai Champloo),
Hiei (Yu Yu Hakusho), Tazuna (Naruto), or
even Gabumon (Digimon). The man of
many “AKAs”, Kirk Thornton, is making his
convention debut at Kumoricon! Kirk’s
impressive career started in 1972 with
Panda Kopanda, under the name
Sparky Thornton. Kirk has also worked as a
voiceover for many video games including
Kingdom Hearts II and Resident Evil Outbreak.

Piano S quall
Piano Squall, the Final Fantasycosplaying pianist, has performed
video game and anime music concerts
in New York, Washington, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Colorado, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Missouri, Georgia, and Florida.
In 2005, Piano Squall appeared as a
musical guest at the anime convention
Otakon, where he performed for an audience of three thousand people.
Piano Squall is an active supporter of charity and donates all of the
money he makes from concerts to The National Multiple Sclerosis
Society—an organization fighting to end the devastating disease that
killed his grandmother.

B ra d D e M o s s
Brad DeMoss first put music and
animation together in 1989, but
didn’t begin competing in anime
music video contests until 1997.
Since that time, he has won
awards at conventions all over
the country, and is responsible
for the first successful
collaborative AMV project,
“The DDR Project”. Most recently,
he won Best of Show at Anime Expo 2006 for “Signal to Noise”.
In addition, Mr. DeMoss’s voice talents can be heard in Nazca,
Amazing Nurse Nanako, Neia_7, and Spirit of Wonder.

A-Key-Kyo
A-Key-Kyo is a cover band specializing in
J-pop and anime cover songs. Their
outstanding performance at Uwajimaya’s
Sakura Festival earned them a place on
the Kumoricon stage.
A-Key-Kyo band was founded in early
2003 in Portland, Oregon by five
Japanese girls. They play Japanese pop,
rock, and other genres. After two girls
left, three guys joined the band. They play at several festivals featuring
Japanese culture. Misa, one of the band’s members, tells us,
“People love us because we play Japanese songs, and our motto, ‘be
happy & be healthy’. I believe we are rare ‘anti-drug band’. Haha!”
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See you in 2007!

www.kumoricon.org
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Clubs
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Have Fun AND Study?
The SATs should NOT be a drag.
By Students. For Students.
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Come learn from the highest scorers in the country.

Free Diagnostic Test!

r---------,
.$25 Off the PrepMe SAT Course.
11) Go to www.prepme.com/enroll.htmlto sign up
2) Simply enter the coupon code below to receive
$25 off the full price of our online SAT course.
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Discount Code: Kumoricon6
http://www.prepme.com/enroll.html
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Play The Best Games Out.

Did We Mention The Prizes?
www.atlus.com

LOVE THE G0NVENTION?
WANT M0QE?
JOIN A CLUB (OQ STAQT YOUQ OWN!)

clubs.collectica.com
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The Anime Alliance is having a one day Event at the King
Oscar Hotel on Hosmer street in Tacoma, Washington
10:00 am – 10:00 pm Dealers, Gaming, Prizes, Anime, and Dance
Get your Otaku Game and Groove on for $10.00

Tacoma Cosplay Café & Cardcaptors Unlimited
Military and �acific, �ehind U�AUL in Spanaway WA
www.tacomacosplaycafe.com (253) 680-9635
www.cardcaptors,nlimited.com (253) 535-1732

Magic the Gathering, Yu-gi-oh, Pokemon, Table Top Gaming, and Cosplayers Photos Taken!
Pay at the door starting at 9:30 am for all day in and out abilities, food drive collection too!
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